
Gizmo & Baymax are the next step up in our fleet of

cranes. These trucks were built by popular demand for

customers who wanted the capacities offered by our

other 8 Ton units, but required the added benefit of a

rear-mounted picker, which has become the most

popular configuration for "in building” lifts..
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Kenny is the workhorse of our fleet, this unit is a 2000 T800

Kenworth tandem axle with a rear-mounted Palfinger PK32080C

16 ton knuckle-boom crane, "Kenny” has helped us deliver for

countless clients. This truck is exceptionally versatile as it has the

power and lift capabilities to hoist some of the heaviest

equipment we lift. It has plenty of deck space for hauling all types

of loads and with its tandem rear axle and light weight crane it

can haul lots of heavy equipment even during road ban situations.

It is very fast at rigging up to do lifts and has the added benefit of

light ground pressure, long reach and great chart capacities.

Kenny also comes with the added benefit of being our smallest

crane capable or adding a "fly jib” to the end of the boom.

Essentially giving the crane another "finger" or articulation point

in the crane boom allowing our operators the increased versatility

of being able to up, over, down and even back towards the crane

itself! Its quite a unique feature which has allowed us to pull off

some pretty incredible lifts that standard “stiff boom” cranes

could never do. The fly jib also increases reach substantially giving

us the increased boom length when required to reach very high

or at very large radiuses. In addition to the fly jib it has a quick

attach man basket system as well making it an extremely well

rounded unit capable of doing all types of crane work quickly and

efficiently. "Kenny” also comes equipped with a 9,000lbs. capacity

"reverse jib" for in building removals of all types of heavy

equipment.
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Equipped with a radio remote controlled 16

ton knuckle boom capacity's are 10,000lbs.

@20' and 4980lbs. @39'

Comes with an inverted (reverse) jib rated for

9000lbs, as well as an optional Hydraulic fly jib

for additional reach and versatility

17' long flat deck with a maximum payload of

26,455 lbs

Still highly maneuverable compared to most

trucks of its performance

MORE ABOUT THIS UNIT


